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As the spectacular success of LIGO has shown, optical cavity interferometry provides unparalleled 

sensitivity and is usually the method of choice for detecting weak signals. By designing efficient 

transducer platforms, a given perturbation can be mapped onto an optical cavity and measured close 

to fundamental detection limits. This project aims to develop novel receivers for very weak RF signals 

(such as encountered in MRI, radio astronomy, radar and even cell phone reception in indoor 

environments) based on integrated piezo-electric platforms (such as GaAs and GaN). The piezo-electric 

effect allows us to efficiently excite a localized mechanical mode of an opto-mechanical cavity. By 

engineering the cavity to support an optical mode which is strongly coupled to the mechanics, we can 

use the optical mode to pick up the displacement induced perturbation and thus the RF signal. Our 

goal is to understand the fundamental limits of conversion efficiency in RF to optical signal transducers 

(optical modulators) and detection efficiency in these RF-optical receivers [1,2].  
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Candidate Requirements  

Candidates should ideally hold a first/upper-second class degree or masters (MSc) in Electrical 

Engineering, Mechanical Engineering or Physics.  Candidates interested in nanofabrication, 

semiconductor devices and ‘hands on’ experiments are encouraged to apply.  Candidates with previous 

experience in optics, semiconductor devices and RF circuits will be preferred. 

Scholarship Details  

Scholarship covers full UKEU PhD tuition fees and a tax-free stipend of £14,553 per annum.  Overseas 

applicants may be liable for tuition fees (subject to confirmation). 

Informal enquiries 

Please contact Dr Krishna Coimbatore Balram, krishna.coimbatorebalram@bristol.ac.uk 
 
For general enquiries, please email gsen-pgrs@bristol.ac.uk  

Application Details  

Before applying interested applicants should send their CV with a list of three references to 

krishna.coimbatorebalram@bristol.ac.uk 

To apply for this studentship, submit a PhD application using our online application system 

[www.bristol.ac.uk/pg-howtoapply] 

Please ensure that in the Funding section you tick “I would like to be considered for a funding award 

from the Electrical & Electronic Engineering Department” and specify the title of the scholarship in the 

“other” box below with the name of the supervisor Dr Krishna Coimbatore Balram. 

Apply now 
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